INGLESIDE IMAGINARIUM

Harvest Dragon
Harvest Dragon

Author: Ingleside Imaginarium
Copyright: 2018
Grid Size: 80W x 70H
Design Area: 5.21" x 4.86" (73 x 68 stitches)

Legend:

- [2] DMC 310 black
- [2] DMC 722 orange spice - lt
- [2] DMC 973 canary - br
- [2] DMC 920 copper - md
- [2] DMC 977 golden brown - lt
- [2] DMC 680 old gold - dk
- [2] DMC 921 copper
- [2] DMC 720 orange spice - dk
- [2] DMC 676 old gold - lt
- [2] DMC 975 golden brown - dk
- [2] DMC 976 golden brown - md
- [2] DMC 721 orange spice - md
- [2] DMC 972 canary - dp

Backstitch Lines:
DMC-310 black